
In this short course, we will present the main concepts of Cyberpsychology, an
emerging �eld of applied psychology focusing on the context of human
interactions and technology and how it can help companies to have a better
behavioral understanding of their employees, customers, the dynamics of their
business online and the risks and threats that the company may face from human
factors.
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Global Internet Use
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Some Interesting Statistics

The number of active Internet users in October 2020 reached 59% of the global
population, that is approximately 4.66 billion users (Statistica, 2021)

Internet Users

No Internet



Total Data Breaches

18 Million

22% of breaches in 2020 were related to phishing or social engineering (Verizon’s
Data Breach Investigation, 2020)

Phishing/Social Engineering

Other breach types



C O NT I NU E

The number of malware and phishing emails related to COVID-19 Google revealed
it was blocking every day (Musil, 2020)

"Many internet security companies continuously highlight the human factor as the
weakest link in cybersecurity (Europol, 2020)”



The British Psychological Society (BPS, 2019) de�nes Cyberpsychology as a “scienti�c inter-

disciplinary domain that focuses on the psychological phenomena which emerge as a result

of the human interaction with digital technology, particularly the Internet”.

Cyberpsychology uses the scienti�c concepts of Psychology such as Learning Theories, Social

Psychology Theory, Cognitive Theory, and so on to analyze and understand the impact of

technology and the Internet on human behavior.
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What is Cyberpsychology?

Cyberpsychology focuses on human interaction with technology



You might be wondering how this happens?   Well, just think about how we use technology

and interact online in our daily lives. Given all the time we spend immersing technology with

our smartphones, iPad, laptop, video games, etc, is essential to understand how it a�ects our

lives and our behavior, and also how we use the cyberspace as a way to re�ect our personality

traits, thoughts, communication, emotions, tastes, interests, and attitudes positively and

negatively.



People are increasingly involved in cyberspace, so it is essential to understand the

relationship between technology and human behavior and how it a�ects the individual's

behavior and mental health, as well as what are the cognitive mechanisms involved in the

learning process, in solving problems, in making decisions that have an impact on the

individual's life.

In this way, cyberpsychology aims to deepen these issues and contribute to making the

internet a safer and less harmful place.
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Why is Cyberpsychology Important?

 
Cyberpsychology aims to make the Internet a safer and less harmful

place





The Online Disinhibition E�ect and Anonymity 

The Online Disinhibition E�ect was described by Suler (2004) to explain how people's

behavior in the cyberspace environment di�ers from face-to-face behavior. In the cyberspace

environment, people tend to be less shy and express themselves more easily.

Considering the anonymity of the internet, the individual interacts without having his / her

identity exposed and thereby controls his / her online social presence. However, the fact that

it is not identi�able online can lead to violent, abusive, and impulsive behaviors known as
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Key Cyberpsychology Concepts

In order to understand how people behave online it is necessary to

explore some key concepts



toxic disinhibition, where the individual expresses hostile personality traits that would not

normally be identi�ed in face-to-face interaction (Lapidot-Le�er & Barak, 2012).

Some Examples of Toxic Disinhibition

Flaming Behaviours



Behaviors that leave hostile comments with the use of bad language, derogatory names in

social media like Facebook, Youtube videos, Instagram.

Trolls

Trolls are individuals who use online communities to spread provocative comments inducing

discussions and hostile reactions among participants, usually do this to attract attention, and

for fun and pleasure in watching the "battle”.   



Online Sexual Harassment

Commonly directed to the feminine public, by sending negative, derogatory messages and

comments, and "dirty jokes" by the aggressor. This happens in work environments or places

with a predominance of public masculine, i.e gaming communities, and legal profession.

Cyberbullying

Characterized by aggressive and intentional behavior scares of groups or individuals who use

the internet as a means of carrying out personal attacks and sending incessant hostile

messages against the victim who cannot defend himself. (Connolly, 2016) 







Cyberstalking

Cyberstalker is the individual who stalks and harasses a person using the internet and acting

via emails, social networks, SMS, chat rooms, and often threatens the victim and exposes

personal data.



Human-Computer Interaction

Human-computer interaction (HCI) is a discipline that studies the design and use of

computer technology, with a focus on the interfaces between people (users) and computers.

The keyword in HCI is usability and aims to improve the quality of the user experience and the

interfaces, making this interaction more satisfactory for the user.
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Key Areas of Cyberpsychology

Some Important Concepts



HCIsec

The Human-computer interaction Security follows the same concept of HCI however, the

focus is on Information Security in order to increase the usability of security features in end-

user applications and make the system more reliable, for example, the development of

security guideline to facilitate the use of security functions by the user through a language

that is easy to understand, access and with good visibility, and in this way strengthen the

privacy of user data such as the use of strong passwords increasing the reliability of the

application. (Khalil, Zahoor & Amber, 2018). 

The disciplines of HCI, HCIsec, and Cyberpsychology complement each other because they

work with a focus on human-computer interaction. However, Cyberpsychology focuses on

the behavioral and psychological aspects involved in human interaction and technology by

researching the user’s pro�le, their needs, and preferences as well as understanding the

cognitive components in this interaction such as decision making, multitasking, attention,

reasoning, the individual's perception of the environment and so on. (Errity, 2016), whereas

HCI and HCIsec have as main focus usability as well as design, computer, and security. 



What is Cybercrime?

Cybercrime can be de�ned as:

any criminal activity that is carried out using computers

and computer networks”

Connolly et al, 2016
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Cybercrime

Cybercriminals use technology to commit crime

“



Cybercrime is directly linked to criminal behavior stemming from illegal acts in cyberspace as

well as using technology as a means to commit crimes.

The extent of the losses of a company that experiences cyber-attacks are exponential, and

include:

Financial losses

Theft and destruction of personal data

Theft of intellectual property

Fraud

Recovery of the company's activities after attacks

Costs of forensic investigation

Damage to the reputation of the company

Turning that into numbers, the overall �nancial loss generated by cyberattacks has

exceeded $ 1 trillion, as shown by the MacAfee report in 2020 entitled "The hidden cost of

cybercrime".

MacAfee Report: The Hidden Cost of Cybercrime 2020

READ MORE

What Makes Cybercrime Attractive?

Regardless of motive, Internet-based attacks provide many advantages to cybercriminals,

including:

https://www.mcafee.com/enterprise/en-us/about/newsroom/press-releases/press-release.html?news_id=6859bd8c-9304-4147-bdab-32b35457e629


Cybercrime comes in many �avors, and with many targets, from governmental and large

organizations to individual computer users. Here are some examples:

No need to worry about borders or other physical controls. In cyberspace, there

are no borders as with the physical world. This means that it can be challenging

to ascertain which legal framework applies to an attack that can be subject to

several jurisdictions rather than one. This legal confusion can make life easier for

hackers

High-impact attacks with low risk to the criminal.

The skill level required to perform cyberattacks is decreasing.

The Internet makes it easy for criminals to select and gather intelligence about

potential targets.

Types of Cybercrime



Phishing

Phishing is the fraudulent act of sending emails (or in some cases, text messages or phone

calls) that purport to come from legitimate sources, such as banks and governmental

organizations in order to induce people to reveal information such as passwords, payment

card details, or other sensitive information. 

Another point about phishers is that they are VERY good at what they do. Phishing scams

have become increasingly sophisticated in recent years - it is sometimes di�cult, even for IT

professionals, to distinguish the real from the fake.

 

Ransomware

Ransomware is a type of malware that encrypts a victim's �les. The attacker then demands a

ransom from the victim to restore access to the �les on payment.

Ransomware is often delivered via attachments in phishing emails. Once the target downloads

and opens the attachment, the virus infects the target’s computer, encrypting some or all of

the target’s �les and folders. 

 

The �les cannot be decrypted without a decryption key, known only to the attacker. The

target receives a message, informing them that their �les are not available and will only be

decrypted if they make a payment, usually in untraceable Bitcoin. 

 

Other, more insidious, forms of Ransomware don’t require user interaction; some like the

NotPetya virus, exploit security holes to infect computers.

Malware



The term “Malware” is used to describe malicious computer programs designed to in�ltrate

and damage computers without the users' consent. 

Malware can have serious consequences for individual users and businesses.

If your home computer is infected your data could be deleted or sensitive information

compromised – this could include passwords or personal banking information.

If your work computer is infected, not only could you lose sensitive or company information,

the virus could spread throughout the company network and cause major disruption to the

business. 

Denial of  Service(DoS) Attacks

In a DoS attack, hackers overwhelm targeted servers or computers with connection requests,

thus denying access to legitimate users.  Hackers use DoS attacks to target sites or services

hosted on corporate web servers such as banks or credit card payment gateways. Their

motivation may be political or �nancial. 

Hackers often use multiple sources to target sites; in this case, large networks of infected

devices known as Botnets are created by installing malware on unsuspecting users’

computers. These hijacked computers are then used to launch attacks on a target site. This is

known as a Distributed Denial of Service Attack (DDoS).

Indentity Theft

In this case, hackers gain access to a target's personal data and use it for criminal purposes;

to steal funds, to commit insurance fraud, to commit credit card fraud. Hackers use various

techniques to steal personal data, including phishing, social engineering, or hacking user

passwords.



Online Scams

Usually take the form of advertisements or spam emails that include promises of rewards or

o�ers of unrealistic amounts of money. Online scams often include tempting, too-good-to-

be-true, o�ers. Responding to these scams can result in the target's computer being infected

with malware or adware and their personal data compromised.

Social Engineering

Social Engineering attacks attempt to persuade users to reveal information about themselves,

their company, clients, etc. by appearing as legitimate sources of information or authority.

They may also introduce computer viruses to company networks or steal corporate

information, commit fraud, or cause other damage.

“Social Engineers” use well-honed people skills to extract information from unsuspecting

users. For example, a member of the accounts team might receive a call from a "manager"

requesting payment of an invoice, or a sta� member might receive a request to provide

sensitive information to someone claiming to be from the accounts department.



 

Cyberbullying is characterized by aggressive and intentional behaviors by groups or

individuals who use the internet as a means of carrying out personal attacks and sending

incessant hostile messages against the victim who is unable to defend himself (Connolly,

2016). The online anonymity factor is responsible for the growth of cyberbullying

occurrences among children, young people, and the work environment. 
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Cyberbullying in the Workplace

Cyberbullies use the Internet to harass or intimidate others



In the workplace, cyberbullying is characterized as moral and sexual harassment and gender

discrimination, followed by negative comments about the professional's performance,

ignoring and excluding the employee from company’s chat and social events, making

negative comments about physical appearance, bad jokes about employee's personality,

providing wrong information with the intention of harming professional performance, and so

on (Mazzone & Norman, 2021) 

The consequences of cyberbullying in the workplace re�ect on the mental health of the

employee where he may present with anxiety problems, stress, self-esteem problems,

decreased engagement at work, problems concentrating, exhaustion, etc., and often the

worker ends up leaving his job. 

Some measures adopted by the company can help to mitigate the occurrence of the problem

such as reviewing the company's culture, identifying if there are cases of cyberbullying with

the collaboration of specialists, increasing the awareness of employees on the subject,

developing anti-cyberbullying policies, and procedures (Mazzone & Norman, 2021).  

Is your company in compliance with cyberbullying regulations?



The Occupational Safety, Health, and Welfare Act in Ireland has been in force since 2005 and

was created to ensure that employers ensure health and safety in the work environment for

all employees. 

In addition, Section 8 of the law says that it is the employer's responsibility to "prevent any

improper conduct or behavior likely to put the safety, health, and welfare of employees at

risk" (Citizens Information, 2021). 

Through this law, the Code of Practice for Employers and Employees in the Prevention and

Resolution of Bullying at Work was created, which aims to help companies building anti-

bullying policies in the workplace (Citizens Information, 2021). 

In France, workplace bullying is recognized as bullying and in 2002 the country enacted Social

Modernization Law de�ning bullying in its Labor Code Article L1152-1 as “repeated acts

leading to a deterioration of the working conditions and that are likely to harm the dignity,

the physical or psychological health of the victim or his professional career”. 

In 2012, France adopted Law number 2012-954 increasing the sanction for sexual

harassment with penalties that include up to 2 years in prison and �nes of up to 30 thousand

euros. 

Read More

Citizens Information Bullying in the Workplace

GO

Légifrance Law n° 2012-954 

https://www.citizensinformation.ie/en/employment/equality_in_work/bullying_in_the_workplace.html#
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/loda/id/JORFTEXT000026263463/


GO

https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/loda/id/JORFTEXT000026263463/


What is Muititasking?

 Multitasking can be de�ned as the human ability to do more than one task at the same time

and to switch tasks.

Managing multiple tasks with minimal risk of errors can be quite challenging. In addition,

multitasking is among the main skills required by companies when hiring professionals,

believing in the idea that multitasking also means being productive and e�cient.
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How Do We Multitask?

Multitasking can compromise cybersecurity!



Multitasking in Practice

Although the de�nition of multitasking is clear, in practice it can be tricky.

Studies show that only 2% of people are successful in multitasking and 98% have the wrong

perception that they are successful in multitasking. The reason for this is that when the brain

performs several tasks at the same time, it is just changing the focus and thus the individual

has the feeling that he/she is achieving satisfactory results (Sundem, 2012). 

This sensation has an explanation because when the individual engages in multitasking the

brain receives an injection of dopamine, which brings us the feeling of grati�cation and

reward for being productive. However, this is a deceptive sensation that leads to tiredness

because in fact when we switch tasks repeatedly, we release the production of cortisol or

stress hormone which makes us mentally tired and fatigued. 

Nevertheless, the market is increasingly demanding multitasking people with skills such as

problem-solving, decision making, time management, etc. Despite this, it is important to

check the concept because according to studies, multitasking can reduce your productivity by

up to 40% (Wise, 2012). 

Multitasking without Mistakes

Many research reports that this is a di�cult task. Forbes magazine (2016) published a study

showing that workers who had their tasks interrupted or switched, for example, to respond

to an email or a call, took an average of 15 minutes to return to the focus of the activities they

were previously working on (Bradberry, 2016).

This is because multitasking is less e�cient when it is related to more complicated or

unknown tasks considering that a person takes more time to change from one task to

another rather than focusing on one task at a time (APA, 2001).



In the work environment, the interruption of tasks can lead to what is called prospective

memory, or memory failure, which means that when switching a task, we have memory

lapses and cannot remember what we should do in the next task (Spink, Cole & Waller, 2008).

What has all this got to do with cybersecurity?

In terms of cybersecurity, the risk of multitasking can lead to serious consequences, such as

social engineering attacks and phishing emails, as one little distraction is enough for the

company to su�er �nancial losses and have its reputation a�ected, putting at risk the work of

many years built.

However, researchers point to the adoption of some behaviors that can help to minimize the

risk of errors while you are working with multitasking, such as focusing on one activity at a

time to avoid distractions, organizing your day-to-day tasks by putting in order of priorities,

de�ne the time you will work on each task, and take breaks as this will help to increase your

Cybersecurity and multitasking



ability to evaluate the task you are working on. By following these tips, you will not only

achieve a sense of productivity, but in fact, you will be producing more, without accumulating

tasks and without overloading your brain.



Decision-making is the process of making a choice from a number of alternatives to achieve

the desired result (Eisenführ, 2011).

The best way to explain the decision-making process is through the model proposed by the

psychologist and Nobel prize Daniel Kahneman.

According to Kahneman (2011), our brain processing works through two systems that he

calls System 1 and System 2.
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The E�ect of Decision-Making on Online Privacy

Sometimes we unconsciously make our personal data accessible



In System 1 our decisions are unconsciously driven by emotions and associations and are

processed quickly and automatically, being responsible for most of our decisions.

In System 2, our decisions are processed consciously and rationally, but more slowly and

through rules, critical analyzes, and calculations to �lter the information generated by System

1 to reach a conclusion.

Whereas System 1 involves less e�ort cognitive processes and is generally linked to situations

in which the individual is distracted or under pressure, System 2 acts in situations that

involve important objects, responsibilities, and consequences, such as signing an

employment contract

Taking into account the model of Kahneman (2011), we can observe how much of our online

behavior is related to System 1, for example, when we switch messages we hardly stop to

analyze the content due to the need for immediate feedback, or when we shop online, we

How are our decision-making linked to our online privacy?



hardly analyze the terms and conditions of use of personal data and we tend to click on the

option “accept all” instead of “manage your choices”.

In this way, we unconsciously make much of our personal data accessible, whether in social

media and in the relationships we build online.

Taking Kahneman's model as an example, try to analyze and make a list of how much you use System1

and how much you use System 2 in your daily decisions, whether at work, personal life, and social

media. This is an excellent exercise to re�ect on your decisions and gives a dimension of how easily we

expose our personal data as well as will help to raise awareness about the protection of our private

data. 



How are organizations educating people?

First, consider Cyber Accountability and whether it is part of the company's culture.

In simple terms, Cyber Accountability is about preventing security incidents from happening

and detecting, as well as recovering from them quickly when they do.
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Strengthening Cybersecurity with Cyberpsychology

Education is the key

 



Cyber Accountability must go beyond obligations to follow data protection regulations or

when the company is already under cyber threat.

Being aware of cyber accountability means taking responsibility and commitment to security

and it is essential that the company builds, includes, and maintains cyber responsibility as

well as having the actions aligned across all departments and covering all its employees. So,

everyone will be aware of the importance of working with security awareness in a preventive

and continuous way.

Therefore, it is necessary for the company to analyze whether the approach used in training

has been e�ective or not.

Best Practices

Below are some suggestions for best practices from a behavioral point of view to assist

organizations in the process of learning and engagement of its employees in cyber awareness

training.

The training should be interactive and fun, after all, cybersecurity is already a

massive and very technical subject. The process of learning and assimilating

information usually has positive responses when it is associated with an

experience. For example, simulations of cyber-attacks using gami�cation have

been an amazingly e�ective tool in security awareness training.

1

Use a language that is easy to understand and clear. The same rule is applied to

documents on privacy policies and security awareness. Remember, is not all

employees that have technical skills, so the training should be aimed at both

technical and non-technical team.

2

Use a welcoming approach and avoid negative or intimidating tones. Many

employees do not report their mistakes for fear of losing their jobs or being

exposed to the rest of the team, so avoid associating mistakes with punishments.

3



Other Actions That May Add Value

Adopt a training feedback policy, so the company will be able to assess not only

the level of knowledge and engagement of the employees but also their

psychological state.

4

Review the training every 6 months, technology is constantly changing and so are

cyber-attacks that are increasingly sophisticated.
5

It is also important to assess whether the company is achieving its goal of

keeping its employees engaged by recycling the training content, evaluating

whether the tools used are being e�ective or whether they need to be revised to

avoid a lack of engagement and failures in the process to expand cyber awareness.

6

Conducting a survey to �nd out if employees are aligned with the company's

culture.
1

Developing an internal survey to assess and measure the level of employee

satisfaction. Remember that happy employees are more committed to their work,

maintain an above-average performance rating, and consequently reduce the risk

of internal attacks.

2

Developing the anti-bullying / cyberbullying policy.3

Investing in wellness programs to reduce anxiety, stress, and fatigue at work. In

addition, employees will feel that the company cares about their well-being.
4
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Course Summary

Some key points to remember

Cyberpsychology uses the scienti�c concepts of psychology to analyze and

understand the impact of technology and the Internet on human behavior.

Cyberpsychology examines the relationship between technology and human

behavior and how it a�ects human behavior and mental health, as well the

cognitive mechanisms involved in the learning process, in solving problems, in

making decisions that have an impact on the individual's life



Visit our website www.vigitrust.com

Email: info@vigitrust.com

 

 

Cyberpsychology can help companies better understand their employees,

customers, the dynamics of their business online, and the risks and threats that

the company may face from human factors.

Cyberpsychology aims to make the Internet a safer place for everyone!

Thank you for completing this course!

http://www.vigitrust.com/
mailto:info@vigitrust.com

